Development and validation of a novel and robust cell culture system in soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) for promoter screening.
A novel soybean cell culture was developed, establishing a reliable and rapid promoter assay to enable high-throughput automated screening in soybean protoplasts relevant to shoot tissues in whole plants. Transient reporter gene assays can be valuable to rapidly estimate expression characteristics of heterologous promoters. The challenge for maximizing the value of such screens is to combine relevant cells or tissues with methods that can be scaled for high-throughput screening, especially for crop-rather than model species. We developed a robust and novel soybean cell suspension culture derived from leaf-derived callus for protoplast production: a platform for promoter screening. The protoplasts were transfected with promoter-reporter constructs, of which were chosen and validated against known promoter expression profiles from tissue-derived protoplasts (leaves, stems, and immature cotyledons) and gene expression data from plants. The cell culture reliably produced 2.82 ± 0.94 × 108 protoplasts/g fresh culture mass with a transfection efficiency of 31.06 ± 7.69% at 48 h post-incubation. The promoter-reporter gene DNA expression levels of transfected cell culture-derived protoplasts were most similar to that of leaf- and stem-derived protoplasts (correlation coefficient of 0.99 and 0.96, respectively) harboring the same constructs. Cell culture expression was also significantly correlated to endogenous promoter-gene expression in leaf tissues as measured by qRT-PCR (correlation coefficient of 0.80). Using the manual protocols that produced these results, we performed early stage experiments to automate protoplast transformation on a robotic system. After optimizing the protocol, we achieved up to 29% transformation efficiency using our robotic system. We conclude that the soybean cell culture-to-protoplast transformation screen is amenable to automate promoter and gene screens in soybean that could be used to accelerate discoveries relevant for crop improvement. Key features of the system include low-cost, facile protoplast isolation, and transformation for soybean shoot tissue-relevant molecular screening.